
FLIPP
Flexible folding table system



Short Facts — technical data at a glance:

fl exible & functional
FLIPP

Multifunctional rooms need versatile 
furniture.
Based on the concept that "form follows 
function", our designers have developed a 
particularly fl exible table frame: pneumatically 
adjustable in height AND with a folding table 
top.
Training and conference rooms are the ideal 
playing fi eld for our FLIPP folding table frame. 
Equipped with four wheels on top, the table's 
function and position can be changed quickly: 
At fi rst a group work table or seminar table, 
it's transformed into a whiteboard for presen-
tations in no time by folding up the table top.

The special construction of our FLIPP folding 
frame guarantees synchronous adjustability of 
both columns - even with uneven pressure.
Easy operation
With only one handle on the release lever, the 
locking bolts on both columns are unlocked 
simultaneously, and the table top can be 
folded by 90° into a vertical position; and it 
stays there, too – thanks to strong magnets 
integrated in the fi ttings.
When the meeting is over, the tables can be 
cleared away to save space: Four tables lined 
up in a row only need 1.60 meters of room.

Work and presentations: 
Folding table top, lockable 
in horizontal and vertical 
position.

Just slide them together - 
you´ve got the room!

High-quality, rubberized 
rollers with locks

  Folding table with locking/unlocking system
  Internal, lockable compression springs
  Roller guides
  Stroke: 500 mm
  Adjustment range: 766 ―1266 mm

(incl. table top with 25 mm height, with casters)
  Payload: max. 32 kg
  Table top size: 1400  ― 2000 mm wide x 800 mm long*
  Color: White (9010), Silver (9980), Black (9011)

Work and presentations: 

Just slide them together - 

*It´s also possible with 1000 mm depth - then we recommend a stronger gas spring
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Detaillierte Angaben zum Produkt siehe Datenblatt.  Hinweise zur Montage und Nutzung fi nden Sie in der entsprechenden Montageanleitung und auf www.ergonomics.world.de


